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ABSTRACT 
Hierarchical topic detection model have achieved big success in detecting topics . previously developed 

models  have some of the dis advantages such as most of the developed models run with less number of topics 

and the overlaps between the topics may enlarge in the evolving process. Hierarchical topic model is a 

candidate solution to these problems since it can reveal many useful relationships between the topics. These 

relationships can help to find high quality topics and reduce topic overlaps. In this paper, a knowledge-based 

semi supervised hierarchical online topic detection framework is proposed. The proposed framework can 

detect topics in an online hierarchical way. In addition, it has been proven that introducing external 

knowledge can improve the performance of text mining. Therefore, the knowledge from external knowledge 

sources and human experts are also integrated in the proposed framework. Experiments are conducted to 

evaluate the proposed framework with different metrics. The results show that compared with the baseline 

methods, our framework can achieve better performance with competitive time efficiency. 

 
Keywords: Distance metric learning , Hierarchical matrix factorization , Latent Dirichlet Allocation, 

Online topic model. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Data mining is the practice of automatically searching large stores of data to discover patterns and trends that go 

beyond simple analysis. Data mining uses sophisticated mathematical algorithms to segment the data and 

evaluate the probability of future events. Data mining is also known as Knowledge Discovery in Data (KDD). 

Data mining can answer questions that cannot be addressed through simple query and reporting techniques. 

Online text stream Topic Detection and Tracking with Semi-supervised Learning With the rapid growth of 

web data, a large amount of text streams are available online. However, how to organize them for facilitating 

users’ experience and government supervision remains a problem yet to be seriously investigated. Topic 

detection and tracking, which has been a hot research topic for decades, could cluster web videos into different 

topics according to their semantic content. However, how to online discover topic and track them from web 

videos and images has not been fully discussed. In this paper, we formulate topic detection and tracking as an 
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online tracking, detection and learning problem. First, by learning from historical data including labeled data 

and plenty of unlabeled data using semi- supervised multi-class multi-feature method, we obtain a topic tracker 

which could also discover novel topics from the new stream data. Second, when new data arrives, an online 

updating method is developed to make topic tracker adapt to the evolution of the stream data. We conduct 

experiments on public dataset to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and the results demonstrate 

its effectiveness for topic detection and tracking. Keywords: Topic Detection and Tracking, web video, Multi-

feature fusion, semi-supervised learning. 

 
II PROBLEM STATEMENT 
OBJECTIVES 

The main objective to detect topics in a text stream by consuming less time. To overcome the limitations of 

these works ,that is ,most of them run with fixed numbers of topic , it does not works for desired loads and the 

overlaps between the topics may enlarge in the evolving process. The knowledge learnt is represented through 

an abstracted set of features. The extraction component focuses on identifying popular patterns and mining 

them as potential knowledge. The transfer component is responsible for transferring the impact of knowledge 

into the modeling process when suitable. The retention and maintenance module deals with storing knowledge 

for future use. The objective is to use knowledge to reduce the number of incoherent topics. Topic coherence 

means that the words in a topic do not semantically hold well together. Topic incoherence can be of various 

types, that is, chained, intruded, random, and unbalanced, as explained by Chained problem refers to the case 

where there are word pairs having strong interconnection forming a chain but there is no collective relatedness 

among the words of a topic. Intruded topics have set of words with good co-relation within the set but not 

fitting well with the rest of the words in the topic. Random topics do not make any sense while unbalanced 

topics have a mix of general and specific terms that does not hold good together. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

Existing online topic models require the users to define the number of the latent topics or increase the topic 

numbers with a fixed size, which is not practical in the real world applications. Another problem is that they 

organize the generated topics in a flat structure, which means all topics are updated according to an arriving 

document in the evolving process. In this way, the overlaps between the topics may enlarge in a long term, as 

the topics may evolve with unrelated topics. To reduce topic overlaps, the potential relationships between the 

topics could be exploited. 

The hierarchical structure has been proven to be an effective representation to preserve the relations between 

topics. Therefore, it is a feasible way to utilize hierarchical structure in online topic modeling. The overlaps 

between the topics at the same level may also enlarge in the evolving process. The reason is that the topic 

modeling process is not intrinsically sparse, and the documents from a topic may be sampled along different 

paths at the same level, which leads to overlaps between the topics. 

 

 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A knowledge-based semi supervised hierarchical online topic detection (KSHOT) framework is proposed to 

address the above problems. Present a KSHOT framework, which can discover coherent topics in a text stream 

by modeling topics hierarchically and integrating external knowledge. Hierarchical online non-negative matrix 
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factorization (HONMF) to efficiently detect and track latent topics in a text stream, which can adaptively 

determine the number of topics in the topic hierarchy and control the overlaps between the topics in the topic 

evolving process by hierarchical document assignment and sparse constraints. Determine and adjust the weight 

of the keywords in a document based on their similarities in the concept space that is defined by explicit 

semantic analysis (ESA), which can introduce semantic evidence from external knowledge sources into the 

topic detecting process. Label significant documents in a text stream and exploit the labeled documents to 

refine the existing models, which can incorporate knowledge form human experts and improve the 

performance of topic detecting gradually. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
1. DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING: Existing works prove that introducing supervised learning into 

topic model can improve the performance of the models. Supervised distance metric learning is an important 

way to transfer patterns learned from labeled data to unlabeled data. Distance metric learning is beneficial for 

various tasks, e.g., statistical classification and clustering . A good metric can reflect the important relations 

well. According to whether the training data are labeled, the distance metric learning methods can be divided 

into two categories: unsupervised distance metric learning and supervised distance metric learning. 

Unsupervised distance metric learning usually  aims to find a low-dimensional representation of the data where 

most of the geometric relationships between the data points are preserved. Unsupervised distance metric 

learning methods can be divided into two kinds according to whether it is linear or nonlinear: linear distance 

metric learning methods include principal component analysis, multidimensional scaling, etc. and nonlinear 

distance metric learning methods include isometric mapping, locally linear embedding 

2. HIERARCHICAL TOPIC MODELS: A problem of most existing online topic models is that they 

generate topics in a flat structure, which may increase the overlaps between the topics in the evolving process. 

To reduce topic overlaps, the potential relationships between the topics could be exploited, where the 

hierarchical structure has been proven to be an effective representation. A document representation approach 

called bag-of-related words is proposed to build the topic hierarchy. The original LDA is extended to HLDA, 

where a document is generated by 

choosing a path from the root to a leaf and sampling topics along the path. A hierarchical extension of HDP is 

also presented, which can select multiple paths for a document in the topic hierarchy. However, they are static 

methods. An incremental method for the construction of topic hierarchies is proposed. In addition, online 

hierarchical clustering algorithms could also be used to group documents hierarchically into clusters by 

designing a document distance matrix. However, they do not consider the topic overlap issue. 

3. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION (LDA) : It is a generative probabilistic mixture model for 

topic detection. In such a model, text is represented as a set of words (bag-of-words). Grammar and word order 

are disregarded while multiplicity, i.e. the frequency of occurrences of single words in the text, is being kept 

and can be used as feature for topic detection. Words define a vocabulary and topics are represented by a 

probabilistic distribution of words from this vocabulary. Each word may be part of several topic 
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representations. LDA assumes that each document from a collection of documents is generated from a 

probabilistic distribution of topics. The model tries to infer these probabilistic distributions by maximizing the 

probabilities of the words given the topic distribution. 

4. ONLINE TOPIC MODELS: Online topic models can be divided into two types according to the base 

models they utilize. The first type of methods uses probabilistic models, e.g., LDA and HDP, as their base 

models. The topic  over time (TOT) model is proposed in to capture how topic changes over time, where each 

topic is associated with a continuous distribution, and the distribution over topics is influenced by the 

timestamps of the documents. Unlike TOT, continuous dynamic topic model is proposed by using Brownian 

motion to model topic evolution through time, which can model sequential time-series data with arbitrary time 

granularity. In addition, some researchers propose online inference processes for the static models. an online 

variation of Bayes algorithm is developed for LDA, which is based on online stochastic optimization with a 

natural gradient step. An online variation of HDP  with a new coordinate ascent variational inference algorithm 

is proposed, which is much more efficient without numerical approximation. 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Supervised distance metric learning aims to find a distance metric, which satisfies most constraints and 

preserves geometric distances between data points. According to the constraints used, supervised distance 

metric learning can be divided into two kinds. 

1) The first kind of methods use absolute constraints which are usually defined as: two points must link 

together or share the same label. 

2) The second kind of methods use relative constraints which are usually defined as: a point pair is 

relative closer than another point pair or a point pair should be linked before another point pair. 

The distance metrics learned , which is Euclidean distance in a transformed space defined by the distance 

metric. There also exist methods learn cosine similarity metrics which define a new space where the cosine 

similarity can better reflect the relations between the labeled points. For the topic detecting process, the 

cosine similarity metric learning is a better choice, as cosine similarity can better reflect the semantic closeness 

between the texts than Euclidean distance. 
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Fig. 1. Working process of framework 

 MODULE 

3.2..1 CLIENT MODULE 

 

 

Fig 2. Client module 
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In command prompt client is going to establish a connection by using IP configuration and IPV4 

address. Server gives an message as a response for request and client shares the network by transferring 

packets to server. If server receives all packets sent then connection is said to be authenticated. Client 

uploads the document to extract the particular keyword by entering a valid username and password. If 

required keyword matched with the keyword 

 
3.2.2 SERVER MODULE 

 

 
Fig 3. Server module 

For client request ,server gives a response message and provides a authentication connection to server a 

client request. Client enters a username and password ,server checks whether the entered details are valid or 

not. Once the documents uploaded and requested for a keyword. server will be going under preprocessing 

activities that removing a stop words and giving a weightage for a keywords present in a documents. Based 

on the weightage given for a keywords server will be clustered ,and also calculate the weightage for 

requested keyword and compares with clustered data which will be stored in database. server receives and 

responses to the client requested data. 
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 ALGORITHMS AND EQUATIONS : 

 HIERARCHICAL ONMF : FMS is used to adaptively determine the number of subtopic nodes in the initial 

stage, which is a modification of mean shift clustering. 

 
 STANDARD DEVIATION AND MEAN EQUATION: Given the Standard deviation σ, and mean μ 

to calculate the frequency and inverse frequency of keyword and seed word. 
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3.4 POSSIBLE TESTCASES 

 
 

Table 1. Possible Testcases 

 
 

V CONCLUSION 
Discovering topics from a text streams is an interesting challenge. In this project, KSHOT is proposed, that can 

integrate the knowledge from external knowledge sources and human experts. In addition, KSHOT  can detect  topics in 

an online hierarchical way, which can reduce the overlaps between the topics in the evolving process and produce more 

coherent topics. Topic Quality is more when compared to Different Methods. The keyword weight adjusting process 

only considers the pairwise relations between the keywords, and the effect of graph-based methods can be further 

studied. In our method, the time complexity of the similarity metric learning is high, which could be improved in the 

following work, e.g., using a purely online or parallel version with acceptable loss of precision 
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